New technology impact reports

Electronic Trend Publications has announced a series of new Technology Impact Reports. Titles include:

The Impact of 32-Bit Microprocessors on Computer Systems

Optical Memory's Impact on Magnetic Storage and Computer System Architecture

Automating PC Design with CAD/CAE

Electronic Design Workstations

For further information about these and other reports, contact Electronic Trend Publications at (408) 996-7416.

Award to honor test industry leaders

The John Fluke, Sr. Memorial Award has been created to honor executive officers for their leadership in and contributions to the test industry.

Announced by Electronics Test Magazine, the annual award will be presented to one recipient in each of six major categories: ATE, test instrumentation, software and test workstations, test hardware/interfaces, production/inspection equipment, and test services.

The award is named in memory of John Fluke, Sr., a pioneer in the electronics and test industries who is recognized for his accomplishments in the instrumentation and test fields as well as his management ability in making his company an industry leader.

Service manuals for IBM PC's

Technical service data for six IBM products, as well as more than 70 other microcomputers, systems, printers, disk drives, and monitors, are included in the new COMPUTERFACTS series.

Each manual includes reproductions of actual waveform photos taken from test equipment, standard-notation schematics created by a CAD system, preliminary service checks, troubleshooting tips, replacement parts lists, and semiconductor cross-references.

The publications, published by Howard W. Sams & Co., are available from bookstores, computer retailers, or electronic distributors. Manuals are also available direct from Howard W. Sams & Co., 4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; (800) 428-SAMS.

Unix products directory available

The Winter 1986 UNIX Products Directory from /usr/group, the international association of Unix users, is now available.

The semiannual directory contains listings of 1690 Unix-related products from 460 developers and manufacturers in the United States, including 74 companies based worldwide.

Listings include information on Unix-based mainframes, supermicro, mini- and supercomputers; operating system-level software, such as development tools and programming languages; Unix-specific peripheral hardware products, such as memory, terminal and device interfaces; and horizontal and vertical application software.

Cost for the directory is $50 to the general public; general members of /usr/group receive a complimentary copy and associate members pay only $25. To order, contact /usr/group, 4655 Old Ironsides Dr., #200, Santa Clara, CA 95054; (408) 986-6640.